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              Monthly  Meeting  

       28th  November 2pm 

    History of the Music Hall 

 

I say I say I say! Our monthly meeting talk on 28th November 

will be a History of the Music Hall.  Stewart Raine will give an 

illustrated talk that looks at the origins of what was ’The 

People’s Entertainment’ for over a century and traces its 

development from its original form through to the 20th 

century.  Stewart will present video extracts and recordings of 

some of the legendary performers and the theatres they 

worked in. The talk also looks at the decline of ‘Variety’ as it 

came to be called from the 1950s.  
         Organised by the Programme and Publicity Team 

 

 

COMMITTEE STUFF 

 

                                      Help Needed: 
We need volunteers to help put out chairs and clear them away afterwards at our monthly meetings.   

If you can help, please let Val Nightingale or Maggi Claydon know. 

 

We will shortly be needing four new committee members, particularly someone to take on the role of 

Secretary – this is extremely important as our u3a will not be able to function if this post is not filled. 

 

The u3a relies on the active participation of its members so please don’t hesitate to come forward if 

you think you can help.  

 

 

Christmas Lunch 

 

If you are coming to the Christmas lunch on 1st December, please remember to  pick up your 

place cards at the entrance. 

 

GROUP STUFF 

 

 

     A NEW u3a GROUP 

 

 

More details in the New Year 

                                                                                                                             

   Seaton 



                                                                                                                                                                     

 

OTHER STUFF` 

 

 

 

A Note from the Chair: 

 

I’m sure you are all aware of the campaign to save Seaton Hospital. I am quite 

involved with this and have been distributing leaflets and gathering signatures on the 

petition. The volunteers have already delivered 9000 petitions to all the surrounding 

areas as well as Seaton. 

I will be putting a petition on the small table by the tea and biscuits at the next 

monthly meeting and, if you haven’t already done so, I would be very grateful if you 

could find the time sign it at the end of the meeting. 

Thank you, Val Nightingale 


